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Free speech is meaningless unless
it tolerates the speech that we hate.
-

Henry J. Hyde, U.S. Rep.
(R-Ill-

.)

America's Oldest Weekly College Newspaper
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Service focus of alumni event

Anyooay or some pie:

Leila Atassi
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Wooster alumni across the
country contributed to the nation's
recent emergence of unity and
goodwill Saturday, when they
organized their philanthropic
efforts in nine different cities, as a
"Scots in
part of a national
Service" volunteer day.
"Community service is a great
part of the College tradition, as
well as a part of the lives of many
Wooster people, so we felt this
was an appropriate connection,"
said
Alumni Events
Coordinator Sharon Rice.
Kicked off by an inaugural
speech by President Stan Hales,
the altruistic efforts were most
immediately evident at Wooster's
Learning
and
new Family
Development Center in the former
Beall Avenue School. The diverse
group of volunteers began work at
11 a.m. Saturday, pulling weeds,"
planting flowers and providing
other manual labor to help
enhance the building's exterior.
"It was really exciting because
it attracted a different group of
alumni who wouldn't come to
alumni social functions but would
volunteer for a cause such as this,"
said student volunteer Nicole
Lyndes '04.
"The lot looked really desolate
when we arrived, but after we
started working it began to look
really nice," said Miriam Esber
'02, a student volunteer. "It will
make for a better learning environment when the plans are finished."
Nearly 175 volunteers, including alumni, students and commu
On-Camp-
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in
students
year
pie eating contest on the Quad
a
participate
First
Sunday. The contest was part
event pitting freshman residence halls against one another in goofy competitions.
ofWoo-lympics,-
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Scheide missing
$400 after burglary
Alex Pries

Managing Editor

A burglary late last month at the

Music
Schiede
Center has
changed how money will be
stored in the building, according
to College officials. According to
Nancy Ditmer, professor of
music, in the late afternoon on
Sept. 25, someone forced entry
into the music office of Schiede
and took $400 in checks and cash.
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Security practices
questioned by students.
-

page 3

"As far as we know it was
forced entry and that was later
confirmed by the locksmith. It
was a forced entry into the office
and into the desk," she said. The
money was stolen from a drawer
in the desk.
Secretary of the music depart-

ment Jenny Puster '03 and
Ditmer both said that an envelope was taken from a drawer
containing approximately $400.
See "Break-in- , " page 2
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War views abound on
campus.
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Students build Sukkot for
week-lon- g
harvest festival,
-

page 6

nity members, labored to beautify
the landscape of the newly renovated facility, which will house
the Ida Sue School, the Wayne
County Schools Career Center,
the
Learning Lab and the future home
of the Wooster Volunteer
Network office.
Spearheaded by Marian Cropp,
associate director of alumni relations, the concept of the Scots in
Service program was formulated
in the spring as "a national day of
service to have alumni, students,
parents and friends engaged in
service together," Rice said.
"I thought it was great," Esber
said. "There were people I had
seen around the community but
didn't know before that day, and
we were out there together in
good spirits. Plus it gave us a
Tri-Coun- ty

Pre-Scho- ol

chance to work outside and get
dirty."
While volunteers in Wooster provided their services, alumni and
friends of the College were simultaneously expressing their goodwill
through volunteerism in Boston,
Cleveland, Northern New Jersey,

Washington D.C., Columbus,
Efforts
Chicago and Denver.
included participation in Boston's
Walk For Unity to benefit the victims of the Sept. 1 tragedies, helping with the ecological restoration
of the Great Swamp Watershed
Association's Conservation Area in
New Jersey, and lending services to
Deborah's Place in Chicago, a program that serves women of the city
who are homeless or were formerly
1

homeless.

"We purposely chose" a vari-Se- e
"Alumni, " page 2
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Matt Call '81 plants flowers at the Family Learning and Development
Center in Wooster as part of Scots in Service National Volunteer Day.
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"High Society" takes.
the stage this weekend.
-
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finishes second at All- Ohio meet.
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Casey speaks at PSI
Axvrew

Va ldman

shapes the development process."

Casey cited evidence from
many sources, including clinical
studies of mice and monkeys in
which behavioral elements were
measured after isolation, and also
heightened
after
measured
amounts of social interaction.
In both cases, the animals react-

Staff Writer

Developmental psychologists
have long been locked in a debate

as to whether humans develop
traits through genetic means or
develop them in the formative
years of childhood.
The debate, commonly called
argument, was
the
nature-nurtu-

ed the same; those in isolation had
few social skills, and those in
social groups from birth are generally more active and

re

discussed Monday evening in the
Pursuing Scientific Interests lecture series led by Michael Casey,
assistant professor of psychology.
Casey conveyed his strict views
that nurture, or the environment in
which an individual is raised, is
the dominant factor in the development of social characteristics.
According to Casey, genetics, the
"nature" side of the argument, provides little or no material contribution
to the development of individuals.
"There is almost no evidence to
demonstrate genetic influence on
behavior," said Casey. "I could
demonstrate a hundred years of
empirical evidence that environment

Break-i- n

well-adjuste- d.

"

Casey also relayed evidence
from various studies of human
interaction, as well as disproving
an amount of genetic studies,
including the highly controversial
twin studies.
Twin studies, Casey said,
have little empirical basis, since
they studied twins who were
usually separated after formative years, or were raised in similar environments.
The PSI series is a weekly forum on
specialized scientific questions. It is
held Monday evenings at 6 pjn. in
Lowry Faculty Lounge.
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argument at the Pursuing
Assistant Professor of Psychology Michael Casey discusses the nature-nurtuThe
Monday.
Lowry
purpose
on
lounge
in
faculty
ofPSt is to offer support
the
Scientific Interests Series in
and'career information to all students at The College of Wooster having an interest in science.
re
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reported at Scheide

continued from page I
Kirk confirmed this' and said
that there were other envelopes
in the drawer containing cash,
raising suspicions about the
intent of the thief.
'The worst part about it is
that you feel so violated when

something like this happens.
There is this feeling that your
privacy has been invaded and
someone has been in there
messing around with stuff
they shouldn't have been,"
Ditmer said.
While believed to be an isolated incident, Ditmer said that
the department would no
longer keep money in the
office. "There will be no
money left in this office, ever.
It will always be safely
secured elsewhere on campus,"
said Puster.
According to Director of
Security Joe Kirk, security officers were called to the scene of
the crime later that evening when
a faculty member of the department noticed the break in. "We

contacted the secretary, of the
office to find out what was missing and what else was in there.
We're still following a number of
different leads and we've contacted the city police, they're very
much involved in the investigation," he said
Kirk said that they have interviewed one individual and will be
contacting at least two more in the
near future.
"It leads us to believe that it is
someone who obviously knew
that envelope was there but not
the others," Kirk said.

Ditmer said that the money

0 (t)MH

stolen came from the Scot
Marching Band's sale of
and she made sure to
make students aware of the
situation. After the incident,
she sent out a letter to band
members and offered a $100
reward for information leading to identification of the
persons ' responsible.
The
reward still stands.
T-shi-

rts

"There is an ongoing investigation occurring with campus security as well as the Wooster Police
Department They are being very
aggressive in pursuing this matter," Ditmer said.

continued from page

1

ety of cities where there is an
active network of alumni,"
Rice said. "We designed an
evaluation for participants in
these locations to report
about their experience. At
first glance it seems people
have enjoyed the projects
and felt they were fun and
well organized." .
With
the
overwhelming
response to the Wooster project,

the C'Zcs of A' j:ni Relations is
considering the organization of
further alumni volunteer events.
"We've tapped into something
that people are interested in and
that's terrific," Face said. ''.
"There was such a sense of
community and people were
really excited to be there. We
were done with the work even
more quickly than we had anticipated," she said. "It was a beautiful way to come together."

THE WOMEN S RESOURCE CENTER PRESENTS

Katie Koestner

N(tfK'

date rape survivor and
d
sexual assault
awareness and prevention advocate

In the News section of li.e Sept. 27 edition of the M ice, the
name of the nation Colombia was misspelled. An editor

nationally-recognize-

erred.
As journalism is a human pnness, there is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in newsgath-erinediting or printing. The Voice staff strives to avoid such
nnstakes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it
and promptly correct it. This space exists for that purpose. Call
ext. 2598 or email at
the Voice office at
voice $ 'woostcr.edu.
.

g,

330-287-300-

0,

will speak
Tuesday, Oct 16, 7 p.m.
Scheide Music Center
Reception following in Westminster House
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Students question security
procedures, enforcement of rules
Alex Pries and
Ann Raymond
Voice Staff
officials
said

College
Wednesday they can charge students with alcohol and other violations even if a staff member or
Security officer is not an eyewitness to the event
The policy came to light after
students complained that offi- rials confiscated their cameras and developed photos
taken at a private party. The
photographs were used to
identify students and charge
them with judicial violations.
"Students should realize
that when we investigate a
situation, we are going to do
"
it to its fullest," said Director
of Security Joe Kirk. "If that
means we are going to confiscate
anything and everything to find
those responsible, then that's what
we're going to do."
The photographs in question
were taken at a poor party Sept. 7
in Holden Hall and removed from
the scene by Security officers
responding to a disturbance call.

Students who were at the party,
which involved a small w"ading
pool set up in a women's bathroom, said they felt their privacy
was violated.
The officers removed the pool,
three disposable cameras, a
camera, and items of clothing
while students temporarily left
the party to change their clothes.
"We went back into the bath- -

.35-m- m

"Students should realize
that when we investigate
a situation, we are going
to do it to its fullest,"
said Director of Security

Joe

Kirk.

.

room and the pool was gone and
the cameras were gone," said
Lindsay Schaaf '04. "We felt like
it should have been handled on
the scene, not later in time."
The film was developed after
Kirk consulted with Director of
Housing and Residential Life
Dave Brown, Dean of Students
Kurt Holmes and Associate Dean

Associate Editor
Issues concerning the role of organizational communication in the social construction of identity will
be highlighted in a lecture presented by Brenda
Allen, associate professor of Communication at the
University of Colorado-Denve- r.
will
Allen
present
"Differences Matter: How
Social Identity Shapes
Human Interaction" today
in the Lean Lecture Room
of Wishart Hall at 7 p.m.

of us

as

'

'

'
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heads up the College's judicial
system.
"It was taken because it was
evidence, plain and simple," Kirk
said. "My issue was, am I going
to see individuals in that bathroom, in that shower stall, in that
pool, with that alcohol?"

But Katie Stainbrook '04
said she was charged with a
violation based on a photograph taken at another party,
not the ' one broken up by
Security officers.
"How can I be ticketed for
an event that took place three
nights before?" she said.
Brown,
also
Judicial
Hearing Officer for the students, said the College was in
"
the right to confiscate the
cameras and charge the students.
"If the process of uncover-

ing evidence for one violation
uncovers evidence for another, I'm obligated to respond to
that evidence," he said.
"Otherwise I would be ignoring it, and at that point and
time I would be negligent in
my responsibilities."

ourselves."
"I hope that my talk will inspire more than
inform ... (and help people) understand that issues
of identity affect everyone, not just those of us
whom society labels as 'different,'" Allen said.
In addition to teaching graduate courses in
communications, Allen is currently finishing a
in
"Difference
Matters
book entitled

Organizational

Communication."
Since
1995,
Allen has also
identity affect
instructed students who she
everyone,
has never met in person
whom
labels through an online course on
organizational communicamembers
Audience
'different," Allen said.
tion and computer mediated
can expect a discussion
communication. She is also
on how organizations
the author of a Thinkwell Publishers
such as schools, churches and corporations influence our sense of ourselves as well as our sense on public speaking.
The lecture, which will be followed by a recepof others, according to Allen, who said she plans
to also "illuminate issues related to the role of tion, is sponsored by the Departments of English,
organizational communication in shaping and Communication Studies, Black Studies and the
sustaining stereotypes about others and about Women's Studies Progranu

"Issues of

J

of Students Carolyn Buxton, who

Visiting prof to deconstruct the
social concept of identity
Laura Nesler
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not just those
society
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Doug Patton speaks about funding for college at Noontime
Knowledge Series on Monday in

Lcrwry.

Fipaece liscessed
Noontime series sJiares knowledge
group meets once a month.
Noontime Knowledge is a
monthly event, occurring on
alternating days so that everyone will be able to attend at
least once. Some presentations
currently being considered
"
include a visiting travel agent,
a workshop on therapeutic
laughter and ways that people
communicate.

Lindsay Bye

Assistant News Editor
Noontime
month's
This
Knowledge was led by Doug
Patton, financial advisor, with
First Union Securities.

Patton. spoke about funding
for college, specifically the
Ohio 529 Plan, a tax advantaged college savings system
in which funds grow tax
deferred for college expenses.
The money invested does not
have to be used specifically
for an Ohio college but can be
used "for any college in" the
nation. For many students,
this may just befor the future,
but many faculty and staff
members can use this information presently.
Noontime Knowledge is an
idea from the hourly support
staff committee meeting, a
group of College employees
who are paid by the hour. The.
--

Next
month's
Noontime
Knowledge will be given by
Diane Rossey, chemistry department assistant and desk clerk at
The Wooster Inn, in Babcock's
formal dining room. The topic of
Rossey's workshop is "Getting
Ready for the Holidays." Her
presentation will include a
demonstration of crafts, recipes
and decorations. This will be
held on Nov. 7, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Attendees are encouraged to
bring their own lunches. Box
lunches will also be available at
the door for $2.
:

:

"

.

0
Earn $1
this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hourfundraising event.
Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
or
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-323- 8,
visitwww.campusfundraiser.com
,000-$2,00-

--
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Editor: Erin McCann

U.S. military action is merited

isn't airays safe

G iving

Vkm.i:.;: Hood Lis become an automatic response to
national d.s.i;.:ers. When people are hurt, it's a simple,
.hrect way to help. Indeed, what better way to strengthen
the bonds of common humanity than through sharing

the United States spent nearly
four weeks building an international coalition against terrorism,
gathering intelligence and planning military strategy before
responding militarily to the
attacks. I also appreciate that, in
addition to destroying military
targets, the United States has been

:.hi?

t

r.ut Hood as a smbol of patriotism also has its down-s- i.
!e. People who can't give blood because of medical
teasons - and there are 33 possible reasons, according to
the American Red Cross - shouldn't be looked down
fpon or singled out by their refusal to sign up for donations.

donating "because everyone else is" could end
lifting more people than it helps if, by some slim
chance. bIHd contaminated with HIV or other blood-born- e
pathogens makes its way into the supply.
In times l.ke these, it's worth recognizing the countless
rea .1 ns why people don't give Hood. Simple inconvena g..xd enough reason. Medical reasons are; in
ience i
cr !. it's tV.ovc reasons that drive us all to he'p.
In fact,

up

can
love the fact that
and
have a
agree
our government's
love the fact that
intelligent and
women could

t't
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Have sou noticed something odd about campus doors
,i;d bulletin board .? You walk by one hour and notice our
st. ns and stripes proudly displayed. The next hour, however, all that remains are the push pins that were holding
the flag, meticulously replaced in their original holes.
Whale many students disagree with the decision to
retaliate against the terrorists in Afghanistan, many others
feel a need to support our government and troops.
Cveryone is entitled to their own opinion. In fact, if you
want to go buy your own flag and burn it in protest, the
American Constitution allows you the freedom to do so.

Stealing and'or vandalizing other people's property, however, is not the way to make your point. Stop being
cowards. If you believe in something, stand up
and let your thoughts be heard. Just make sure you listen
to those of others, too.
anal-retenti- ve
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On Wednesday, Sept. 26. I
attended the "Teach-I- n for Peace"
in Lowry Pit I was pleased to
hear that there were numerous
ships with moderate Arab countries
statements made that I agreed
and stop supporting Israel. But not
with. For instance, I agree that we
can we not be sure this would
only
need to be informed. We should
satisfy
bin Laden, we should ask if
understand what Islam teaches
States should go that far.
United
the
and that those who justified their
in numerous venues,
heard
I've
actions of Sept.
including Wednesday's Teach-I1 1 in the name of
the sentiment that violence never
Islam have perwe
solves anything or that war can
verted
Islam's
Teach-i- n
freely disnever bring about peace. I disteachings. I agree
agree. I believe in order to stop
with
that indiscrimiHider and the Nazis (not to mennate acts of vio- policy...!
tion Japan) it was imperative that
lence are wrong,
well-educatthe United States used military
we
and
that
force. I cringe to think of how
shouldn't target
participate...
many more millions would have
people in this
been murdered had Hitler not been
country or in
strategy of
stopped. A short-terand
to
the
medicine
are
airlifting
food
other countries because they
that
time had to
States
the
at
United
were
who
Afghanistan,
I
people
of
that
the
agree
or
Muslim
Arab
be military involvement In the
already suffering and starving
United States needs to reconsider
long term, to achieve a lasting
before this war began.
and change its foreign policies, and
peace, it was crucial that the
Although few in number, it is
that we need to think things
United States followed a policy to
sad that civilians have been killed
through and not act rashly.
rebuild those nations we fought
in Afghanistan due to the recent
Where I disagree with those who
against so that we did not leave a
although
military actions of the United
spoke at the Teach-i- n
vacuum for the next dictator to
States. But at the risk of sounding
in some cases the issue wasn't
fill. I believe we have a similar sitminiI
I'm
be
uncaring, or as though
addressed directly so can't
uation at hand now.
mizing the lives of those people, I
is that I believe military
sure
There are many things for
think it is unrealistic to ask or
action in response to the terrorist
which I could criticize the United
expect that a military campaign
attack of Sept 1 1 is not only justiStates government in terms of its
fied, but necessary. I agree with
won't result in any civilian deaths.
domestic and foreign policies. But
The goal is to keep it at a realistic
Zbigniew
much
of what
advithere are also many other things
minimum. Does that sound cruel?
Brzezinski, national security
I
that I love about the United States.
hope not But you can't have one
sor under President Carter, wrote
I love the fact that we can have a
side, terrorists protected by the
in an article that appeared Sept 25
n
Teach-Iand freely disagree with
Taliban,
willing to kill as many
in the "Wall Street Journal."
our government's policy or critiBrzezinski argues that the United
American civilians as possible
(more than 5,000 already), and the
cize our leadership if we want I
States needs to shape its response
love the fact that intelligent and
other side, the United States,
to the attacks of Sept. 1 1 on three
women could parlevels: short term, medium term,
unwilling to accept the loss of
even one Afghan civilian. Even if ticipate in the discussion. It is
and long term.
these and the many other freedoms
Among other things, these goals
the United States did not respond,
that we have in the United States
include freezing financial assets of
there is every indication that more
terrorists groups, increased securithat I treasure. These are also the
civilians would die in terrorist
ty, focusing on governments that
same freedoms that some would
attacks on the United States. A
like to take from us. The fact that
tacitly or secretly support terrorist
lack of military response from the
groups or even helped them perUnited States will not stop the
many are afraid to travel, and that
'
. j.
form these attacks. And yes, it also
deaths of civilians", i
. Arab and Muslim people in this
includes ' responsible military
One might ask, what would it
country are questioned s more
action. No reasonable person is
take, without military action, to
intensely since Sept 11 are exam)
arguing that we bomb Afghanistan
stop the terrorists from killing
ples of the (hopefully
or any other country off the planAmericans? If the United States is
loss of some our freedoms. These
et If the United States wanted to do correct in blaming Osama bin are freedoms worth fighting for
that, it could have done that
Laden and his Al Qaeda network
using many means, including
already. But military action specifi- for the attacks, the answer might
responsible military actions.
cally targeted at'Jhe terrorist groups " be found in the 1998 fafWa nrh- -. :.
1
'.vitf?;? v.
n,

I
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Americans civilian and military.
According to the fatwa, the
United States must remove all
troops from Saudi Arabia, lift the
sanctions on Iraq, cut its relation-

I am encouraged by the fact that

To the editors,
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Not all rich snobs

WjvI THAT

2tifeM.et.

Mary Nienaber

I would like to
clear up some of
the sweeping generalizations
Justin Hart '05 made in the last
issue in his letter regarding the
possibility of the United States

taking military action in
response to recent terrorist
.

attacks. Primarily, I was offended
by Hart's liberal use of stereotypes that ranged from the eco-

nomic backgrounds of Wooster
students to the opinions held
by those of us who obtain a
liberal arts education. I suppose that Hart should be cut
some slack, due to the fact that
he has attended this college for
a grand total of five weeks, but
I hardly think he is in the position to be determining the atti- -.
tudes and economic status of
more than 1,700 students.
'Beginning with myself and my
brother,-whis a first year, I
would like to point out that
there are many Wooster stu-dents who face a great financial
strain by attending this particular institution. Contrary to
popular belief, not every single
student here rode in on the
back of a limo. While he certainly makes valid points, he
negates himself by being so
careless with his stereotypes
and generalizations. Hart has a
lot to learn about the students
who attend this college, but
hopefully that understanding
will develop as he continues
with his education at Wooster.
Equally offensive is the way
he throws around class distinctions. This is not a conflict
over tax brackets: America
has been
the United States
attacked and there is nothing to
be gained by assuming opinions
held by U.S. citizens are merely
based on their income and
social status. Unfortunately,
Hart is right in thinking that a
great deal of the country has
o

r

:

umPed on-h- e
"bomb the hell
out of
em"
bandwagon.
However, I refuse to join that
rally just because it is the
majority. And I certainly don't
think that I need to "wise up"
with my dreamy views about the
world. The' most reasonable
comment I have heard during
this crisis addresses that point
rather well. During a discussion
in class, one of my professors
shared a quote of Ghandi's that
had been passed along to her by
her brother "An eye for an eye
makes the whole world blind."
Ponder that for just a moment.
I've certainly recalled it many
times when facing the anger
that goes along with these

terrorist attacks.
In closing, I would like to
express my appreciation for the
liberal arts education that I
have received at The College
of Wooster. Although it has
hardly been without flaw, I
would never be so quick as
Hart to diminish its worth and
validity in the world today. I
am certainly looking forward to
graduation in May with a
Wooster education under my
belt, instead of feeling as if I
have been fed inapplicable
fairy tales for four years. I
encourage Hart to look into the
concept of critical inquiry
one of the major features of a
Wooster education.
Perhaps
in putting this process to use,
he might form his own opinions about politics and even
his fellow students, instead
of regurgitating the views
held by his father.
.

Mary Nienaber is the Office
Manager of the Voice and is
currently accepting donations
towards the over $50,000 she
has accrued in student loans
while

at

Wooster.

The Wee encourages letters to the editors. All letters
must be received by, 5 pjn. Monday for publication in
Thursday's edition. Letters must include a name and con- -,
tact information, and should be addressed to Campus
to voicewooster.edu. The Voice
Box 3187 or
reserves the right to edit all submissons for grammar and
,
length.
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To the editors,
I am writing this letter in

response

to

Representative

Sensenbrenner's PATRIOT legislation, which clearly infringes on
our civil liberties as American
citizens. This bill
gives law enforcement agencies far

descent are being harassed, public figures such as Bill Maher
who have said anything that
could be interpreted as
have been targeted by
political figures (and in Maher' s

safety of its people. However, I
believe that this piece of legislation is a grave mistake that violates all that we stand for as
Americans. Just because the
American people are terrified
and howling for blood and will
let our legislature pass such an
abhorrent bill does not mean that
it should be passed. America
needs to stand strong and ensure
the safety of not only its populace, but also of its principles. If
we let our emotions govern us
instead of logic we risk returning
to the days of paranoia when
McCarthy manipulated us into
believing we were in the throes
of a massive Communist insurrection.
I strongly encourage those of
you who have not heard of this
bill to read up on it (the full text is
available at http:thomas.loc.gov

"anti-America- n"

America needs to stanp

too much power
to observe . individuals with little

strong and ensure the safety of not only its populace,
but also of its principles.

cause. Another
issue that con- cerns me is the
amendment of Section 236 of the

Immigration and Nationality Act
to add "mandatory detention of
suspected terrorists, habeas corpus, judicial review." This sickens me. Who is to define the
grounds for being a suspected terrorist? Am I a suspected terrorist
for not agreeing with this piece of
legislation? Will, one day, a law
enforcement official come to my
door to inform me that I have
been engaging in
or subversive activities and that,
as such, I am a "suspected terrorist"? I hope that day will never
come.
We are already seeing persecution similar to what occurred during the' ' Cold War. Loyal
"anti-America- n"

American

slam'.

citizens

of -

Arab- -

case, lost sponsors), and firefighters who did not comply with
a
policy to fly
American flags on their vehicles
have been suspended. Are we no
non-offici-

al

longer concerned in the least
with our own freedom and right
to voice displeasure with the
government when we do not
agree with it?

cgi-binqueryz?cl07:H.R.-

Have we become too blinded
by a lust for the blood of bin
Laden and an overwhelming
desire to purge our nation of
"subversives" that we have lost
sight of the proper path that our
internal policy should follow?
This nation was founded on the

principles

and to let those that represent you
in Washington know how you
feel about it. I agree that steps
must be taken to ensure our physical safety and national security,
but I personally will not sit and
watch as those liberties that I
hold most dear are compromised
for the sake of ""national security."

of equality, free

speech and a government that
does what it needs to ensure .the

2975:)
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Editors: Andy Stimson & Kara Barney

Wooster students react to Afghanistan bombings
Euza Cramer
Staff Writer
Nearly a month after the tragic
events in the United States on
Sept. 11, American military forces
sent air raids on six cities in the
country of Afghanistan. At roughly the same time, American military planes dropped food and
rations to the people in these
cities. The bombings have continued throughout this week. The
retaliation attacks commencing on
Sunday and continuing throughout the week have greatly affected
both international and American
students at the College.
Many students agree that some
sort of action should have been
taken in retaliation, but were surprised that it happened so soon.
Marina Majdek '03, a Croatia
native, said, "I was surprised and I
was not surprised. I was surprised
because I heard that they were dis

tributing food, which is ironical to
me."
Atika Khawaja '02, a student
from Pakistan, said that she saw
the attacks coming and was not
entirely surprised. "I was shocked
that they went ahead and started
the strikes," Khawaja said.
Hussain Bandukawala '03, who
is also from Pakistan, said he had
expected an attack because the
United States government had
been warning Afghanistan, but
was not sure, when the attacks
would take place. "I didn't expect
it would happen as soon as it did,"
Bandukwala said.
While most students agreed that
some action needed to be taken,
were not entirely sure that the best
form of retaliation was used.
Andrew Hillyer 05 said, "I
think personally, I would have
liked to have seen the U.S. government consider more options
and take time to plan something

more effective in order to do damage just to the organization."
Mary Schantz '04 said, "I think
the government handled it well as
much as they could have done.
They had to satisfy both sides of
the issue and 1 think they did
that" Khawaja said that the retaliation the U.S. has implemented
would be an option for any coun"They haven't been as
try.
aggressive as they could have
been and I'm glad for that," she
said.
Schantz and Kjawaja, like many
others, are particularly concerned
with the humanitarian aspects of
bombing Afghanistan. The loss of
innocent lives is of great concern
to many.
"I am in favor of respecting
the fact that there are people in
Afghanistan not associated with
bin Laden," said Hillyer, "we need
to take whatever measure we can
to stay away from fighting them. I

get back ... because of airline
security. The security is tight on
Americans, you can imagine how
tough it would be for international flyers."
Most students, whether they are
international or American, have
formulated strong views over the
issue. "I kind of feel like bombing
them back doesn't solve the situation. There were reasons that bin
Laden hates America and its not
because they hate freedom. To
bomb them back will not address
any of the underlying issues that
caused it in the first place, " said
Quilligan.
Bandukawala believes that,
"Whoever it is that did this on
Sept 11, I hope they learn their
lesson. This is not an act of a
nation, or Islam, it's terrorism."

understand the anger with the
government for harboring terrorists, but we must stay away from
the other citizens as much as possible." Bandukawala believes that
"most people are behind Bush and
the Congress ... they are taking
toward
steps
humanitarian
Pakistan and Afghanistan."
Other great concerns are also
arising in response to the attacks.
Betsy Quilligan '02 is apprehensive about the growing nationalism in the U.S. "People are supporting the country because of
tragic events," Quilligan said,
"Not because there's anything
inherently good about the country,
but because something bad has
happened to us."
. Others are worried because of
increased security and its affect on
travel. On the topic of being so far
away from home, Majdek said,
"It's scary in a sense because of
the fact that I may not be able to
.

-

additional reporting by
Kara Barney

Hillel and friends join in construction of Sukkot
Dansy George
Staff Writer
It is one of The College of
Wooster's baffling seasonal mysg
teries. Every autumn, a
building appears, seemingly overnight, in the grassy
knoll between Lowry and the
e
walls,
PEC. With its
hollow interior and corn-hus- k
roof, the house rests on the grass
hill for seven days, before vanishing from campus as enigmatically
as it came.
The annual phenomenon of the
"mystery hut" has left generations
of Wooster students befuddled. Is
it the remnants of a half-- itted (or
fully inebriated) attempt to build a
haunted house, or is it, as one
passing student speculated, "the
housing department's brilliant plan
to house next year's
In fact, Wooster's "mystery hut"
is actually a religious structure,
erected each autumn by members
of the College's Jewish community in commemoration of the week-lon- g
harvest festival known as
Sukkot (pronounced "Suk-ah"The Sukkot festival dates back to
strange-lookin-

pale-blu-

Biblical times, and is a
Thanksgiving-lik- e

seven-da- y

celebration

that is still observed as described
in the five Books of Moses. The
hut itself symbolizes the temporary dwellings built by the wandering Jewish farmers of the Old
Testament era.
"The com roof is very symbolic, it represents a simple dwelling
that farmers constructed in fields
for basic shelter," said retired

Geology professor Sam Root,
who is actively involved in Hillel,
the Jewish organization on campus. "It's supposed to be open at
the sides, and the roof of harvest
material allows one to look up and
see the stars at night," he said.
The Kennesh Israel Temple in
Wooster donated the raw materials for this year's Sukkot hut,
while the cornhusks were a gift
from a local farmer. Construction

w

first-years-

i

I

"?

Photo by Lahrin Koucky
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Students from different faiths put up the walls

of the Sukkot on Oct. 5

of the hut was especially efficient
this year, thanks to the many helping hands of Wooster's interfaith
community. With representatives
of various religions helping to
haul wood planks, screw in loose
bolts and raise the hut's walls, the
Hillel group finished construction
of the hut in one hour and five
record.
an
minutes
and prob"We were
ably would not have gotten the
hut up without interfaith help,"
said Root.
According to Hillel president
Wendy Pflug '02, the Sukkot hut
serves as a comforting visual
structure for the Jewish community, and evokes feelings of gratefulness while inspiring reflection.
"The Jewish population feels at
home when they see the Sukkot
hut, and they sense a sort of community on campus
that's what
we hope," said Pflug.
"It is kind of a symbolic celebration; we've come this far and
been so blessed. You look at the
hut and realize that we sometimes
take certain things for granted,
like having dishwashers, hot
water, plumbing and a warm bed.
all-ti-

short-hand-

ed

me

,

The Sept. 11th attacks really
make you realize that anything
can happen, that we could be
forced to live without everyday
luxuries too," Plug said.
For Hillel vice president
Deborah Spivak '02, the magic of
Sukkot lies in its capacity to create an integrated community.
"Judaism isn't real exclusive, so
by putting the hut in a public place
it really allows many people to
come together," she said.
Both Spivak and Pflug urged
anyone with any questions regarding Sukkot or the Jewish faith to
seek them out in Hillel's office,
located on the first floor of
Compton Hall.
Trish
professor
Religion
on
spin
Mumme put an interesting
the
of
the widespread influence
Jewish festival, and praised the
Sukkot hut display as "a helpful
of pluralism."
"One thing that normally gets
overlooked is that American
Thanksgiving is based on Sukkot,
the Pilgrims read the Old
understood
and
Testament
America as the 'Promised Land,'"
she said.
re-affirma-

tion
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Student brings rhyme and reason to music scene
Darren Demaree
Staff Writer
Art, much like oxygen, is a
necessity for our survival as
human beings.
Without these
avenues of self-- expression, the
human being would shrivel up
and cease to exist. Thank you to
those conveyors of the arts.
Without their music, painting, and
writing the world would appear
that much duller. Recognizing
such, the Voice will periodically
feature a student artist who stands
out in the local scene.
Wil Burton 05 is not your average liberal arts musician, strum- -'
ming his acoustic guitar in the
n
quad to
covers and
s.
smiling at the passing
Burton, though only a first year,
had already been perferming his
own music years before he
stepped onto this campus.' The
culmination of his
musical endeavors is his own CD
well-know-

co-ed-

pre-Woos-

ter

of all original material entitled,
"Rhymes and Reasons." Burton
has instantly made a name for
himself as a soulful singer and
songwriter, having already performed several times on this campus, including a packed house at
Mom's Truckstop. Burton treats
crowds to a mix of original songs
and mostly alternative and folk
covers by some of his favorite
musicians, including Shawn
Mullins, David Gray, James
Taylor, Bill Burton, Bob Marley
and John Prine. Though most of
the inspiration for his art is
inspired by other singers and

songwriters, his other artistic
influences
include
John
Steinbeck,

J.R.R.
Tolkien,
Leonardo da Vinci, Edward
Norton and Alfred Hitchcock.
Burton's style is innately simple
and intimate. He usually performs
his deeply romantic tunes with his
eyes closed and inspires his listeners to do the same and to throw
themselves into the words of the

song. The personal connection felt
in every song is what makes
Burton stand out among the many
talented musicals on campus.
Burton is hoping to participate
in the upcoming Battle of the
Bands. He is also planning more
gigs at Common Grounds and

hopefully

another

Spotlight

Showcase at Mom's. Any students
interested in being on Burton's
mailing list in order to receive
updates on performances and
news should
him at wbur-to- n
wooster.edu.

Photo courtesy of
Will Burton

"Your Heart Next To Mine"
by Wil Burton

Will Burton performing original
songs from his new album In
Mom's

There was something in your
smile
And the way you look tonight
And asked a question deep
inside me
If what we're doing is wrong or

right
But tonight you made me realize
Exactly where my heart should be
You broke the lock to my frustration
With your magical key

e-m-
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And now I'm dying just to see
you
Just to catch one glimpse of
your eyes
This portion of your heart is a
most beautiful surprise
I must confess I'm only human
And not a saint from up above
But right now I am immortal
With the power of your love

I'd like to take this time to
thank you
For the greatest gift of all time
Not something that you bought
me
But you putting your heart next
to mine

Ramsey er Farms a - maze - ing
Andrew Stimson

Reprints
3" or 4"

I'd like to take this time to thank
you
For the greatest gift of all time
Not something that you bought
me
But your heart next to mine

It all started innocently enough.
Five dudes, Cornelius, Rip Corn,
Corn Dawg, Maizehead and
myself, with one desire to spend a
crisp Indian summer afternoon
acquiring an appreciation of corn
rows. It was either head out to the
country or stare at pictures of
Allen Iverson's hair, so we took
our Subaru to the Ramseyer
Farms Com Maze on Route 585
halfway between Wooster and
Smithville.
We were greeted by "Suzy"
driving a golf cart full of cute
blondes: the Ramseyer triplets,
Jenna, Elise and Mary, all eight
years old. "Suzy" is a student at
ATI. "I major in floral arrangement . . . and swine management,"
she said. "Just kidding." ATI
humor, but we weren't sure if she
was joking about the flowers or
the pigs, so we just forked over
our five dollars each for a shot at
one of the two mazes. There is the
Ohio Maze, eight acres of corn in
the shape of the Buckeye State
with the trails cut out along the
major highways.
Instead we opted for the
Mystery Maze, six acres of twist

ing paths shaped like pigs, rabbits,
tractors and bees. Rip Corn began
to run into the maize before being
sternly reprimanded by Elise, "No
running." Yes, there are rules to
Corn Maze: no smoking, no running, stay on the path, don't pick
the corn and always talk with a
twang.
But like all attempts at order,
whether governmental or agricultural, there is always the natural
trajectory towards entropy, chaos.
It was not long before everyone
was running, smoking cigarettes
and creating shortcuts.
We became separated and then it
happened: a piece of com flying
through the air landed by my feet.
And suddenly it was like a gangland
shootout, except with com, everything was with corn. My husky
friend Maizehead went down with a
direct hit to the head. Com Dawg
suffered damage to an ear.
"It was scary in the maze," Corn
Dawg said. "Because you always
feel like someone's stalking you."
Eventually peace was restored
and we resumed being lost in a lot
of com. At the beginning of the
Mystery Maze, you are given a
pamphlet with questions like,
"How many farmers are in Ohio?"
and "What are the only creatures

besides humans that can get sunburn?" Fifteen questions in all, but
somehow we only managed to
answer four before leaving the
maze. I'd like to think we found
little kernels of some higher truth
in answering other important
questions, like "What would you
do if you only had a brain?" and
"How are people like pigs?"
After about an hour, we found
our way out. Reflecting on the
experience, Cornelius said, "We
went in with peaceful intentions
of getting away from it all and
came out bruised and battered
from the corn war." Rip Corn
gave it "two thumbs up," but said,
"we should have brought squirt
guns." Maizehead summed it up
in two words: "Top nosh."
It should
be
noted that
Ramseyer Farms does not endorse
corn violence and we probably
should have been forcefully
removed from the place at pitchfork-point
by guys in overalls.
You can check out the Corn Maze
until harvest time, Tuesday
through Friday 4 to 7 p.m. and
Saturdays
a.m. to 7 p.m. This
Saturday, Ramseyer Farms will be
having a "Share the Harvest"
Festival, with mazes, hay rides,
music and craft making.
1 1
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These Shoes don't stink; catch a whiff this season
&

Andrea Hiebler '05 and Ben

Rachel Kranch &

Elizabeth Yvko

Staff Wkiteks
Although Wooster students are
the campus's
' improvisatkmal
comedy troupe,
Dont Throw Shoes, most don't
give a thought to how it began. It
originated m 1989 when founder
Andy Cobb was in Mom's with
friends discussing how unappealing the food was. Cobb and
friends then decided to perform a
short sketch somewhere on campus about their discussion. The
performances grew from there.
Don "I Throw Shoes is the original
name of the troupe, but its exact
meaning is shrouded in secrecy,
as is a lot about the group.
Shoes holds auditions once a
year. They look for people who
would add to the comedie atmosphere of the group; they do not try
to fill a certain quota. The new
members, Robert Mauro '04.

familiar whh

Beginning Friday

Horgan '05, will be performing
theirfirst show with the group this
coming Saturday.
Practices are three to four times
week
but dont get intense until
a
the day of the show to keep the
material fresh.

Cory Becker '04 has been a
member of Shoes since last year
when be tried out because be told
bis hallmates that be would.
Becker told the Shoes crew that
he was fat and that they needed
"somebody who was fat in the
group. He said that be tried to
lose his "fat" image, but decided
that it would require too much
"effort and
Becker said that he would like
to continue a career in comedy
after graduation. He admits to
such bobbies as building sandcas-tle- s
and "throwing rotten apples at
girls." Becker said the rest of the
season is going to be "bubbly.
stick-to-it-ivenes-

s."

at

Cinemark
Movies 10
The Others (PG-1Don't Say a Word (R)
Bandits (PG-1Training Day (R)
Max Keeble's
Big Move (PG)
Corky Romano (PG-1Hearts in Atlantis (PG-1Zoolander (PG-1Joy Ride (R)
Serendipity (PG-13)

3)

3)

3)

3)

3)

(1:35) 4:35, 7:25, 10:15

(1:30)4:25, 7:10,9:35
(1:25)4:15,7:00,9:55
(1:40)4:20,7:15,10:00
(1:20)4:30,7:05,9:30
(1:10, 3:20) 5:30, 7:45, 10:10

(1:45)4:45,7:20,9:45
(1:05, 3:05) 5:10, 7:35, 9:50
(1:00, 3:10) 5:25, 7:40, 10:05
(1:15, 3:15)5:20,7:30,9:40

Coming Soon: "Riding in Cars with Boys" and "From Hell1
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Pass Restricted

All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5:00 p.m. $6
$3
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri

For complete listings, call 3458755

bubbly humonga."

Matt Cutler '03 has been a
member of Shoes since his sophomore year. He said he decided to
join the group because he loves
"comedy and . people with good
senses of humor."
In preparation for each show,
Cutler admits that Shoes members take part in various rituals,
game
including a
in Scheide "intended to build
unity within the group."
hide-and-se-
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Clay Drinko '02 has been a
part of Shoes since his freshman
year. He was in theater in high
school and wanted to continue
performing in college and thought
that the Shoes atmosphere would
be a good one. He also liked the
fact that it wasn't as regulated as
theater and the "dynamic" of
Shoes is similar to a "family
working together."
To prepare for each show,
Drinko forgets "all the stuff I do
not need to think about and gets
his energy high by listening to
N'SYNC and Britney Spears.
Even though he enjoys working
with a comedy group, Drinko still
likes theater and participates in
shows occasionally. In fact, his
n
theater perLS. will be a
formance. He's also choreographing a piece for the upcoming
dance concert
one-ma-

Nick Hanson '03 also has been
in Shoes since his freshman year.
Initially, he didn't plan on joining
the group. Hanson said friend and
fellow Shoes member Katie
Hammond asked him to try out
with her. He modestly claims his
motive was to make Hammond's
performance look good by messing up his own audition.
Hanson is glad both he and
Hammond were inducted into the
group, however; he said he would
have missed out on all the good
times the group has had together.
Hanson enjoys dabbling in a variety of activities including filmmaking, the Physics Club and
playing in what he refers to as a
"pseudoband."

Arlyn Keith '02 joined Shoes
as a freshman after deciding on a

pi.

'

m

1
Photo by Matthew Killion
Dont Throw Shoes is stacked with funny people. From top to bottom,

Katie Hammond '03, Clay Drinko '02, Andrea Hiebler '05, Arlyn Keith
'02, Nick Hanson '03, Rob Mauro '04, Ben Horgan '05, Peter King '03,
Matt Cutler '03, Cory Becker '04:
whim to audition with Drinko.
Before going, she had never even
heard of the group. She's glad she
decided to audition, and predicts
a "high caliber" season.
Keith does not plan on continuing a career in comedy after graduation because she is looking for
a "stable existence." She would
consider joining a comedy troupe
similar to Shoes, but believes that
a lifestyle based solely on comedy would be too difficult.
In preparation for each show,
Keith watches reruns of "The
Nanny" and tries to be as
"unmentally" prepared as possible. She also tries to approach
shows with as casual an attitude
as possible.

they did. Hammond prepares for"
shows by walking around barefoot and going to the bathroom a
lot. Her inspirations include
comedians Bette Midler and Steve
Martin.
.
Besides Shoes, Hammond is
involved with a number of activities on campus including theater
(she can be seen in the upcoming
production of "High Society" as
Mother Lord), dance, radio station

management and working in
admissions. She also enjoys riding her bicycle. After graduation,
she plans to move to Chicago and
pursue a career in some sort of
comedlc performance.

Peter King '03, an English
major,-- is another amusing charac-

'03 is a
a Shoes
saw
that
major
Theater
performance during her first year
orientation. She decided that she
wanted to make people laugh like
Katie Hammond

ter in Shoes. According to King,
joining Shoes gives him an opportunity to "make people laugh . . . to
think about laughing ... and to
See "Shoes" on pg. 9
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"High Society" abundant on Freedlander's stage
Staff Writer
1

The College of Wooster's
Department of Theatre kicked off
its season last night with the opening of the musical "High Society."
This year's production is directed by Ansley Valentine, assistant
professor of theatre, and choreographed by Kim Tritt, associate
professor of theatre. The musical,
which is based on a Broadway
play and movie, both starring
Katherine Hepburn, is written by
Arthur Kropit, and music and
lyrics are by Cole Porter with
lyrics by Susan
additional
Birkenhead. "I Love Paris," "It's
All Right With Me" and "Let's
Misbehave" are just some of the
recognizable tunes are featured in
the show.
"High Society" appeared on
Broadway in 1999. The Broadway
feature was such a hit that it won
several awards, including the
Drama Desk Award.
"The College of Wooster is one
of the first to carry out the performance of High Society since it
was on Broadway, and the third or
fourth to put the play on in the
country," said Valentine.

I
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Photo by Dena Freeman
The glitz, glamour

General admission tickets are
$8 while faculty, staff and senior
citizens will be charged $5.

weekend at Freedlander Theatre.
then prepares to marry George
(Luke Dalrymple '04), who is
Pressures
disliked.
severely
mount at the Lord mansion when
Tracy becomes confused as to
whom she should marry. Other
cast members include Jessica
DeFrange '02, Laura Jeanne
Cerniglia '04, Nick Stevens '03
and Katie Hammond '03. The
"show's stage manager is Aaron
Schwartzbord '04.
Overall, the show is a bright

run-throug- hs.

"High Society" tells the story

of a woman named Tracy Lord
(played by Susan Park '02) who
divorces her husband, Dexter
(Adam Van Wagoner '04), and

263-224-

ages," said Valentine.

and music of "High Society" will be showing this

The performers rehearsed most
evenings from approximately 7
p.m. to 1 1 p.m. for the past month
and a half. As the play's opening
night drew nearer, rehearsal time
increased to allow for technical
and dress
rehearsals

Theatre patrons should also
take note of the new ticket policy.
may
be
Student
tickets
reserved in advance, but will
not be given to the students
until the day of the performance. On the day of the musical students must pick up their
tickets no less than 30 minutes prior to the show. Failing
to do so gives the Box Office the
right to distribute all unclaimed
tickets to waiting Iret patrons.
You may reserve tickets by
calling (330)
1
or by visOffice in
iting the Box
Freedlander Theatre. There are
extended Box Office hours on
performance days from 12 p.m.
until the start of the show.
The outstanding efforts of the
performers as well as the directors worked in collaboration to
make this wonderful performance
possible.
The show times for "High

comedy with secret plot twists
that will keep the viewers poised
on the edge of their seats. But the
show is about more than being
funny. "'High Society' offers
interesting statements on various
political themes such as the
women's place in society, family
life and feminism," said Cara
Weiser '02, a maid in the show.
Musicals at the College are
only performed every two years,
so everyone should take advantage of this unique experience.
"Students should take the opportunity to see this enjoyable musical. The story line will be so interesting and fun for audiences of all

EUSSA WlLK

All Wooster students may
reserve one complimentary ticket
production.
theatre
per
Reservations can only be made at
the Box Office by presenting
valid college identification.

Society" are 8:15 p.m. on Oct.
and 8:45 p.m. on Oct. 13.

10-1- 2,

Don't Throw Shoes continues to kick it this weekend

Ben Horgan '05 triedTout for '.
Shoes after seeing the first two
performances of the year and
finding them hilarious. He "wanted to play some improv games.
,with those ,crazy cats,! ana enjoys

..

front

Andrea

Other than his involvement
with Shoes, Horgan also plays
for the College's Ultimate
Frisbee team and sings with the a
cappella group "Merry Kueen of
Scots."

;

Rob Mauro '04, a psychology
major, is excited to begin his first
year with Shoes. Mauro joined
Shoes because he enjoys being
funny and liked what he saw at
previous performances. He gath-ers inspiration from the work of
John Belushi. On campus, Mauro
is a member of the Ultimate
Frisbee team and is a disc jockey
at t$e college radio station. He
also enjoys napping.
As of,now, he has no set plans

tf an idid&Jcffri&..lang.
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Carvey.

Although she is unsure what
she wants to do after graduation,
Hiebler knows that it will
nitely, not W something mathe- matical or scientific," and somehow have positive affect on oth- ers, hopefully providing them
with some happiness and
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Hiebler

English and Theater double
major is eager to start performing with Shoes. She says that she
has "extra energy to spare" and
thought that this would be a great
place to let it loose, be crazy
and have fun. Some of her
comic inspirations are Carol
Burnett, Lucille Ball and Dana

.-

laugh when they are trying to
think." To prepare for a show, he
listens to Steve Martin records
and tries to feel the comedy within him. King is inspired by entertainers he grew up with, like
Martin and Bill Cosby, as well as
newer comedians such as Phil
Hartman and Tim Meadows.
Besides making people laugh,
King enjoys playing the guitar
and attempting to play the piano
He also partakes in physically
challenging sports such as minia-tyre golf, table tennis, croquet jand
;
curling.: ?

good time this year" with such a
unique and talented group.

for his first show, Horgan plans to
relax and watch something funny.
He gets his inspiration from
comedians like Jim Carrey, Chris
Farley and Charlie Chaplin.

continued from page 8
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Women's Soccer ties Tigers
Dan Shortridge
Senior Writer
The Wooster women's soccer
team battled Wittenberg to a
scoreless standstill Tuesday after
a win last week over Hiram and a
loss to Denison.
The Witt game put the team's
overall, with .a
mark at
NCAC record that ranks them
fifth in the NCAC
8-4-

2-2- -1

-1

Stephanie Hulke '02 was a
power in the team's 0 Oct. 3
defeat of Hiram, recording two
goals and one assist to end the
Scots' small losing streak.
Her two goals in the first 11
minutes came with help from
Beth Hemminger '03 and Liz
Martin '02:
Hemminger captured her 25th
career goal shortly after Hulke's
second net, snatching the ball
from the Terrier defense and booting it in unassisted.
Hiram was buried in the second
half with shots by Gina Martino
'03 and Bethany Reiner '05. It
was Martino's second score this
year and Reiner's first collegiate

chances to Hiram's zero.
Roman and Adrienne Walts '03
shared time at goal with three
saves total. The Terriers' goalie
notched eight saves in the match.
The 0 loss to Denison on
Sept. 29 was the team's worst outing in four years, since their 1998
season opener 0 loss to Hope
College. .

score.

OWU is currently ranked
with a 0 NCAC record.

5--

goalie
Nicole
Wooster
goal
seven
03
blocked
Roman
attempts by the Tigers. The
Scots took 15 shots on goal,
but were spurned in their
attempts to close out the
match.
double-o-

vertime

The game put the TigeTs in
fourth place in the NCAC,
and
overall.
2-3- -1

4-6- -3

5th in conference

0-- 0,
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Roman's best efforts produced four saves but weren't
enough to stop the bleeding.
The Scots will attempt to
gain a lead in the qualifying
race to the NCAC tourney this
weekend, when they host Ohio
on
University
Wesleyan
Saturday at 3:30 p.m.

The Scots outshot Hiram
overall, creating 10 corner kick
25-- 5

11--

r

1,

4--

Soccer drops three of four games
Photo by Dan Bartha

Ann Raymond
Editor-in-Cbi- ef
ot

...

utes into the match off an assist
from Adam Milligan '05. The rest
game was
of the
a battle of the opposing midfields,
with both teams combining to take
only 16 shots.
Spurgeon credits the defensive
line with playing well consistendy
this year. "Our defense has been
solid all season," he said. With the
win over the Spartans, Wooster 's
defense tallied its fourth shutout of the
non-conferen-

ce

chances to score in their conference contest at Wabash College
on Saturday. The Little Giants
recorded three goals in the first 45,
minutes of action, presenting the
Scots with a tough road to victory
in the second half.
Wooster would rally in the second half, scoring two goals before
the final whistle, but fell short of
capturing the win, recording a
final score of 2.
Kelly blasted his ninth goal
of the season with eight min- utes left in the match to start
dav- Scots offense for
Dahnke
'02
Doug
..
while
We added the team's second, and
final goal just one minute

The Scots have lost some steam
heading into the final stretch of
their 2001 season. Wooster has
dropped three of their last four
games, all losses being critical
Wooster began
NCAC match-up- s.
its tough string of matches as the
rest of campus headed out of town
for fall break.
The Big Red of Denison
University rolled into Wooster
we
"I
to play the Scots on Sept. 29.
defeatnot
had
Denison, who
We
.
ed Wooster since 1997, needOUt
Up trOm
ed only two minutes of play to
PrOChazka.
do so at Carl Dale Memorial
Field, beating the Scots with a
final score of
Being scored upon so early in 2001 campaign.
Being able to score, and score
the match took the Scots by surearly in the match, though, has
prise and knocked their confidence. "They got a goal right at been a trouble spot for the Scots
this season. "In games where we
the start and that got us down,"
have scored six goals, we have put
said.
Greg Wilcox '05
away all our chances. On days
echoed
'02
Chad Spurgeon
we are making the shots we
when
"They
Wilcox's remarks saying,
the games," Richard
winning
are
got an early goal and we just
said.
Albeit
'02
day."
away
that
couldn't put one
"It is always good to get an
The Scots, though, redeemed
themselves with a -0 win of their early goal and these two games
proved that," Spurgeon said.
own over Case Western Reserve
The Scots, however, would not
University three days later. Dan
net an early goal nor would they
Kelly '02 netted the first and only
convert a majority . of their
goal of the game just three min-

-

think
lesson.

fired.
Start." Said

1--

0.

1-

3--

Jeannette Frederic '03 controls the ball against Hiram.
er early goal and that didn't help,"
Corey Humphrey '03 said, "Once
we got down a goal, our heads
went down."
The Bishops capitalized on the
Scots' disheartened play and netted a second goal before the
hafitime break. The second half
saw another goal for Ohio
Wesleyan and a final score of
in the con
leaving the Scots
3--

learned our
need to come

Last night the Scots traveled to
Delaware, Ohio to continue conference play against the Battling Bishops
of Ohio Wesleyan University.
e
Again, the Scots went into
trailing, after allowing their
opponent to score early in the
match yet again. "We let in anoth- half-tim-

said, "We all want to work harder now
because of the losses we just had."
Dahnke added, "You can't dwell on
the past You have to keep a positive
attitude and come out to win every

game."

IHyiBE

TOtflJM

later.

Alex Prochazka '04 said.
"We didn't come out awake. We
didn't play our best soccer the
first half and it really showed in
the score ... it was disappointing
to travel that far and not get a
win." Wilcox added, "I think we
learned our lesson. We need to
come out fired up from the start."

0,

1- -3

ference.
The Scots will need to win the
majority of their remaining games
to make the end of the season conference tournament. Prochazka
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Football dominated by Wabash
MLB playoff race begins
'

It is October once again, and that means baseball playoffs are the
news of the week. Four games between six teams have already been
played, including an upset between the Indians and the Mariners.
Here's what's happened so far

National League:
Braves vs. Astros: Atlanta leads the series
taking the first
game 4 and shutting out Houston
in the second game of the
scries. Great starting pitching has dominated these games, with Greg
Maddux playing "one of his best ever" in game one, according to
Bobby Cox. with Glavine and Smoltz combining for the shutout in
game two. Game three is on Friday. No team has won a series after
losing the first two games at home, and the Astros are a young team
with little playoff experience.
2-- 0,

7--

1- -0

"

Bex Mitchell
Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot football team
has lost two consecutive games
following their impressive win
last month against Kenyon. On
Saturday the squad traveled to
Delaware to take on Ohio
Wesleyan. The Bishops managed
to squeak past Wooster by less
than a touchdown when receiver
Dan Steck "04 was tackled on the
d
line after he had caught a
tipped Hail Mary pass on the final
play, giving Ohio Wesleyan a
0
thrilling
win. The following
weekend Wooster traveled to
Wabash, only to be severely outplayed by the Little Giants and
lose 35-"We haven't really played terrible," said offensive lineman Jon
Spragg '03. "We've just had problems in some areas. Our offensive
line is pretty young."
The exciting final moments of
the Ohio Wesleyan game capped a
battle that included three lead changes in the fourth
quarter. The Bishops trailed all
day until the fourth quarter when a
d
touchdown pass gave
them a
lead.
After having a
field
goal blocked, the Scot defense
forced Ohio Wesleyan to punt.
Wooster then put together an
11 play,
d
drive capped
off by a touchdown run by
Scott Jones '02.
The Scots
were unable to convert the point
after following a mishandled snap
one-yar-

36-3-

Cardinals vs. Diamondbacks: St. Louis evened the series
behind a two-ru- n
Albert Pujols homer and a great game on the mound
by Woody Williams to win 1 . Curt Schilling was masterful in his 1 -0 three-h- it shutout of the dangerous Cards in the first game, adding
to his reputation as a big game pitcher. Steve Finley provided the
RBI with a 4 performance.
1- -1

4--

3--

American League:
Indians vs. Mariners: The Indians lead the series
after a 0
surprise away victory. Bartolo Colon pitched eighth shutout innings
and struck out 10, and Ellis Burks went 4 with a homer to lead
Cleveland in hitting. Seattle, who won 116 games in the regular season, struggled at the plate and were stifled by some excellent defense.
1- -0

5--

3--

Athletics vs. Yankees: This series started after the deadline, and
looks to be an intense one. Last year, the Yankees were almost upset
by the A's before cruising to victory. This year, Oakland has been the
best team in the majors in the second half of the season, but the
Yankees have pitching and experience on their side. Roger Clemens
started the season 20-but has lost two of his last three starts, and
Mariano Rivera has been the best pitcher in postseason baseball
despite chronic ankle pain.
1,

--

Briefs compiled by Josh Pantesco

7.

back-and-for-

th

one-yar-

28-2- 4

49-ya-

rd

70-yar-

--

as they reclaimed the lead
4:35 left in the game.

Mitch Albom,
"Detroit Free Press"
--

with

The Bishops came right back
with an impressive
drive that featured three
n
conversions, culminating in a three-yar- d
touchdown
pass with just 31 seconds remaining. This turned out to be the last
score of the day as Ohio Wesleyan
went up
Wooster never trailed during the
first three quarters, as they converted a
play
d
from
line on their first
drive of the game. Jeff Spraggins
"03 found
Man Ralls '04
open in the end zone for his first
career touchdown.
The Bishops answered just
three plays later on a
pass
12-pla-

"It was ugly. It was
embarrassing. I won't use
the word 'demoralizing,'
but by the third quartery
Detroit fans were flipping
to war coverage for a
sense of hope."

30-2- 8

y.

third-dow-

36-3-

0.

fourth-and-go-

al

one-yar-

H-ba-

60-ya- rd

but the
play to tie the game at
Scots responded on their next
drive with Jones running on five
of the seven plays and eventually
scoring from four yards out.
Wesleyan scored once again
before halftime to tie the game 4
going into the break.
Nearly two minutes into the
third quarter, Richie McNally '05
converted a
field goal to
put Wooster up by three. The Scots
7-- 7,

14-1-

46-ya- rd

extended their lead to 24-1- 4
midway
through the third period on a
Spraggjns-to-Darry- ll
Simmons '02 1
touchdown strike.
8-y-

ard

by Spraggins on the Scot
line. The Little Giants converted
30-ya- rd

that into into a touchdown off of a
seven-yar- d
run.
Spraggins fumbled once again
on the ensuing possession, this
d
time on the Wooster
line. Wabash scored on the next
play on a four yard pass.
The Scots reamained unable to
score, and on their first possession
of the second quarter Spraggins
fumbled once again, this time on
d
the Wooster
line. Two
plays later the Little Giants made
the score 28-Wabash missed a field goal
midway through the second quarter. The Scots were unable to
compensate for the turnovers, as
the offense failed to move the ball
into Wabash territory the entire
first half.
The Little Giants wound up
their scoring late in the third
quarter on a
touchdown
pass. Wooster finally broke
through with 6:20 left in the game
when Spraggins connected with
Simmons on a
pass play.
Overall, Wabash outgained the
Scots
Another problem
area for Wooster were the eight
times Spraggins was sacked, and
the three fumbles to which they
four-yar-

nine-yar-

0.

As was the case all game, the
Bishops had an answer for every
Wooster
score.
This
time
Wesleyan put together a
march, ending in a
d
touchdown run.
Jones had a career day on the
ground, as he racked 133 yards on
34 carries. Through the air
1
Spraggins went
for 237
yards with two touchdowns and
two
interceptions.
Leading
receivers on the day were Chris
Cabot '02 and Steck for Wooster
with four catches apiece for 70
and 68 yards
respectively.
Overall
Wesleyan
outgained
Wooster
The Bishops
quarterback went
for 89
yards, four touchdowns, and two
interceptions. The Scot defense,
led by Tim Cline "05's 18 tackles,
was able to hold the Bishops to
184 yards rushing on 51 carries.
Wesleyan's ground game had
been averaging nearly 410 yards a
game.
The following week the Scots
would try to rebound at Wabash.
Wooster found themselves outplayed, and lost in disappointing
fashion 35-Wabash jumped out to a 21-lead in the opening 13:03 of play
and added a touchdown in both
the second and third quarters to
top off the scoring.
The Little Giants took advantage of four Wooster turnovers
and scored 21 points off of them.
After marching 74 yards for a
score on their opening drive,
Wabash then recovered a fumble

Spraggins was able to complete
passes for 16 yards.
Cabot led all receivers with six
catches for 70 yards. Jones was
unable to repeat a strong performance as he carried the ball 19
times for 36 yards.
Wooster has another tough
game this weekend as No.
Wittenberg comes to Papp
Stadium. The Scots are looking to
avert its first
start since 1994.
e
The Tigers are a
defending NCAC champion.
"We're hungry," said Spragg.
"We definitely need a win, and to
show a conference that those last
two games aren't us."
Last season a gutsy Wooster
performance resulted in a
6
Wittenberg victory. This year the
losScots hope to end a three-yea- r
ing streak against the Tigers.
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Editor: Ben Mitchell

Field hockey stakes claim to top conference spot
Joe Murray
Staff Writer
The Fighting Scot field hockey
squad has begun this year's campaign with a bang, posting a 2
record and an NCAC mark of six
wins and one loss. Sacrificing
rest over fall
break, the Scots earned the right
to be called "road warriors" after
rattling off four consecutive wins
as visitors. The Scots' unhappy
foes included NCAC rivals
Earlham, Oberlin and Wittenberg,
stalin addition to
wart Centre College.
In typical fashion the defense
dominated and simply wore out
the Quakers during the Sept. 29
contest An early score by rising
star Ashley Arnold 'OS gave the
Scots a lead they would not relinquish. Two more goals followed
before the first half gun and the 0
final gave Wooster its fourth
conference win.
Despite the
shutout, the score fails to reflect
9--

much-deserv-

ed

non-conferen-

ce

4--

the degree to which the team dominated as there was a 33-- 2 shot on
goal advantage for the Scots.
The Wooster roadshow continued the following Sunday afternoon as Centre, in Danville Ky.,
hosted the Scots in an early
showdown. The highland heroes were far too much for
the then 1 Colonels and finished
them off to the tune of
Experiencing a mild form of deja
vu Wooster once again won the
battle of shots on goal with a walloping 46 to Centre's six but could
not seem to find the net
Miriam Esber '02 carried the
Scots early when her shot caromed off a Colonel defender and
into the net Ashley Hacker 'OS
non-conferen-

6--

2-- 0.

had the last word when her
short-rang-

e

attempt proved

more than the Centre goalkeeper could handle.
The Scots were more concerned
with maintaining their paper-thi-n
lead than they were about
returning to classes the following
1- -0

Volleyball goes
Josh Paxtesco
Staff Writer
Wooster took on three conference rivals, Ohio Wesleyan and
Oberlin on Saturday and Denison
on Tuesday, and ended up with a
8
overall (3-- 2 conference)
record.
Wooster took Oberlin
1
8
in the first
and
match, Ohio Wesleyan in the
11--

30-1-

30-2-

30-1-

second

30-2- 8.

31-2- 9.

25-3-

and lost
Denison on Tuesday 30-227-3-

20-3-

6,

0.

0.

20-1-

27-3-

0,

0,

to

8.

13-3-

6,

0.

"We really had a great day on

Saturday," said Beth Moore '03.
"We came out with the goal of a
1
NCAC record and were able

3--

ce

day as Wooster held on to edge
out a prepared Oberlin group. The
stingy Scot defense pitched their
third straight shutout and Lindsay
Boardman
'03 cracked the
Oberlin resolve with just over
three minutes of regulation play.
The Oct. 2 victory was a needed
wake-u- p
call to the Wooster offensive front that would have to put
on their best game face to contend
with the
Wittenberg
women.
Though they were unsuccessful
in prolonging their streak of
shutouts the team was able to topple the mighty Wittenberg group
and move into a
tie
after the Oct 5th 1 win.
The Tryder twins were in rare
form as Alanna '04 scored with
less than ten seconds before the
half and Julia '04 made it hard for
the Tigers to score all day.
The victory ended the
road trip, and will
prepare the Scots in their to hold
the conference lead.
first-pla-

ce

first-pla-

to do that, and we're very excited
about the season ahead."
In the close game against Ohio
Wesleyan, Kelly McAllister '05
had 32 kills in 66 attempts to

go along with nine defensive
digs in the Oberlin game, earning her NCAC Player of the Week
honors. Erin Donnell 03 had 19
kills in the first game, and Becky
Rohlfs '05 and Moore contributed 2 1
and 30 assists in the first and second games, respectively.
On Tuesday, the Scots lost second place in NCAC standings to
Denison, who now have a 1
conference record.
Wooster brought a balanced
attack to Denison with four players registering double-dig- it
kills
4--

f

vr

ce

2--

four-gamefour--

win

vs. NCAC

2-- 1

4&L

and two players tied at 23 assists.
Defensively, Donnell paced the
squad with 25 digs and Jen
Petkovsek '02 earned three blocks
e
to bump her
total to
nine.
As for the rest of the season, the
team is enthusiastic.
"Every day in practice, we set a
specific goal that we work on
throughout practice, and that
focus helps us win games," said
Moore.
"We have high hopes for a
string of wins coming up, a second place in the NCAC rankings
by the. end of the season, and a
place in the finals," she said.
Wooster plays tonight at home 7
p.m. against Kenyon.
three-gam-

Photo by Dan Bartha
A wooster

player battling Kenyon in Wednesday 's matchup.

Callahan takes 2nd
Ben Mitchell

Sports Editor

Wooster cross country had
an up and down two weeks.
On Sept 28 the harriers finished first out of four teams at
the Co-E-d
Walsh InvitaionaL
One week later at the
Championships the men finished eighth out of 18 teams,
and the women came in 13th
of 19 squads.
At Walsh the Scot men finished second in their three-teadivision, led by individual champion Brendan Callhan
03 (16:23). Marty Coppola
'02 also finshed well as he
came in fourth (17:05).' .
The Women also came in
second. Tiffany White '05 led
the women with a second place
finish (21:03). Two places
back from White was Lisa
All-Oh- io

m

Minich '02 who finished
fourth (21:20).

-

Both squads struggled a little bit at the
meet
However, Callahan provided a
bright spot He finished second of all Division HI runners
'and 12 among all 223 men.
... Following
Callahan was
Jared Rhode 03, who fished '
All-Oh- io

.

40th

(28:25)

out

'04,-wh-

Field Hockey
Oct. 14 vs. Depauw

Volleyball
Oct. 13 vs. Defiance
Oct. 13 vs. Bluffton
Oct. 16 vs. Case

o

48th in Division HI (21 : 15). Karina
Colbenson '04 and Erin Hed '05
chased eachother and finished

67th (21:47) and 69th (21:48),
'.
respectively
"We'll be better prepared
for the conference meet in
three weeks," promised coach
Dennis Rice.
Next the team hosts the
Wooster relays on Oct 16 at
the L.C Boles Golf Course.
.'

;

c
Oct. 13 vs. Oberlin

of all

Division III runners. '
The Women's top finisher
was Colleen Call
cane 37 out of 138 Division in
runners (20:57). White came

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer

Cross Country

Oct. 13 vs. OWU

Oct. 13 vs. Allegheny

Oct. 16 Wooster

Oct. 17 at Oberlin

Oct. 17 vs. Oberlin

Football

Relays
Oct. 13 vs. Witt

,

